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Top 5 winning strategies for new pick 7 lottery
Lottery players around the globe will now have a chance to win big with the new multi-nation Lucky 7
lottery. The jackpots for an international, multi-site lottery are sure to make Power-Ball, Mega-Millions
and EURO Million a thing of the past.
March 18, 2011 - PRLog -- To be prepared here are some tips from lottery consultant Christopher
Williams:
•. Many people make the mistake of betting seven consecutive numbers, these combinations never come out
in Lotto Max draws. Stay away from common number combination mistakes.
• Betting patterned combinations, multiples of 5, 7 etc. Stay away from combinations.
• Combinations that have won before, since statistically, these won’t appear again. Stay away from previous
winners
• Look for trend numbers. A hot trend would be numbers that have not been drawn in some time. A Cold
trend would be numbers that have not appeared in a winning ticket, this would make them likely to be
drawn. Be sure to have a good mixture of both.
• If you choose based on birth dates or anniversary you are missing crucial numbers that are hampering
your chances of winning. Stay away from your special dates.
“With so many people playing lottery around the world these days the smaller lotteries aren’t given enough
chance to build their jackpots; this is the main reason we decided to add Lucky 7 to our Mobile and internet
software suite. Imagine everyone with a cell phone playing their favorite numbers, the Lucky 7 jackpot will
be unimaginable! “declares Stanley Newman.
The newest addition to the Automated Sports Lottery Platform is the Lucky 7 drawing. Lucky 7 will give
players the ability to pick their favorite numbers including a Bonus ball offering them a chance to win the
ultimate jackpot. This revolutionary new drawing will bring together all software clients of the Automated
Sports brand from around the world and produce one Lucky 7 WINNER. The addition of this Lottery to
your new or existing platform insures you will be part of the biggest lottery the industry has ever seen.
For any additional information pertaining to any Automated Sports Platform module and their Lottery
modules please contact a representative using:
support@automatedsports.com or www.automatedsports.com
Choose Automated Sports and let it work for you!
Automated Sports (www.automatedsports.com ) Started in 2005, is the brain child of pioneering individuals
that are looking to provide an ever progressing market with what it will need to continue into the future.
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With 12 unique software modules to choose from Automated Sports software is perfect for companies
looking for a complete product or an existing platform looking to add that one thing to take them to the next
level.
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